Kinect in the Kitchen: Testing depth camera interactions in practical home environments

Abstract
Depth cameras have become a fixture of millions of living rooms thanks to the success of the Microsoft Kinect as a gaming device. Yet to be seen is whether depth cameras can succeed as widely in other areas of the home. This research takes the Kinect into the kitchen, where touchless, in-the-air interaction techniques could be a boon for messy hands, but where interactions with the device must be interleaved with cooking, cleaning and socializing. We implement a recipe navigator, timer and music player, which users navigate through one-dimensional menus and “push” gestures. More experimentally, we test alternate-limb navigation, where users may hold out their head or a foot to navigate when their hands are full. We evaluated our system with five subjects who baked a chocolate chip cookie recipe in their own kitchens. Placement of the Kinect in each kitchen was surprisingly straightforward and subjects reported high levels of success using the system. However, alternate-limb use was effective only for the head, and accidental button activations were too common. Work in the near future should focus on reducing accidental activations to better support task interleaving and providing more guidance to users to support more effective gesturing.
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Introduction
The release of the depth camera-based Microsoft Kinect in November 2010 was a consumer success, setting a record for the fastest-selling consumer electronics device over a period of 60 days [11]. Depth cameras can track body movements in 3-D space and thus allow for computer input through full-body, touchless, in-the-air gestures. They are especially consumer-friendly because they do not require users to hold physical controllers or wear physical markers. But while depth camera interactions are a proven success in gaming, we are interested in how they might succeed, in the near-term, outside the living room in other areas of the home, especially the kitchen. In order to be successful beyond the living room, depth camera interactions should provide a competitive advantage beyond being fun. Furthermore, depth camera interactions need to support task interleaving, whereby a user may undertake other tasks simultaneously with and in view of the depth camera.

Related Work
Depth cameras have recently been the focus of a variety of non-gaming experiments on the part of enthusiasts and researchers. Ideas from researchers include “data miming,” where objects are recognized based on a user’s gestural description [7], and tabletop interfaces that recognize gestures and objects performed or held above the table surface [6].

A survey of the field of gestural control by Kammerer and Maggioni points to the potential of depth camera interactions to succeed in the kitchen. The authors note that gestural control can be helpful “wherever an awkward physical environment hampers the operation of complex systems,” such as when “gloves or oily hands make using a keyboard or touch screen tricky” [9]. Oily, messy, oven-gloved or full hands are common to kitchen tasks and thus gestural control could be a natural fit. Depth cameras provide a further advantage in the kitchen, however, because they do not require the user to hold or wear anything special, which is not the case for all in-the-air gesture systems.

A number of past efforts have brought futuristic though somewhat impractical interaction paradigms to the kitchen. MIT’s CounterIntelligence program, for example, used sensors and multiple projected displays to tell users about the contents of their refrigerator and how to follow recipes [2], but it was information-dense and required that the kitchen be dark so that projections were visible. Other ideas such as CounterActive and KitchenSense assume that foods of the future will come embedded with RFID tags [8, 4], though this is doubtful especially for fresh foods.

Other examples from the literature on digital interactions in the kitchen focus more on near-term practical solutions. Two systems, Cooking Navi and eyeCook, relate closely to our current effort. Cooking
Navi tests foot pedals against waterproof touch pens for recipe navigation and finds users prefer foot pedals because of dirty hands [5]. eyeCook employs the user’s gaze as well as speech recognition to focus on elements of recipes that can be defined or explained [3]. Speech recognition and foot pedals represent good hands-free alternatives or supplements to the depth camera, though both have limitations. Here, we narrow our approach to depth cameras in order to flesh out their capabilities in the kitchen.

While designing our interface, we kept in mind Jakob Nielsen’s initial review of the Kinect, where he noted that many Kinect games suffer from consistency and visibility challenges. Users struggle to remember the right gesture to perform because they vary from game to game and because they are not presented on the screen to prompt the user [12].

Similarly, we also kept in mind lessons from cooking specialists. Bell and Kaye’s 2002 “kitchen manifesto” proclaims the need for technologists to focus on the intimate rituals of cooking, which means emphasizing simplicity over multiplying functionality [1]. Echoing this sentiment is Martha Stewart, who in a 2008 interview said her vision was to design “silence” into the home of the future. “I don’t want my refrigerator talking to me,” she said. “Functionality has to be good, but it doesn’t have to be invasive” [10].

Design
With this background in mind, we focused on three goals for the design of our system. First, we set out to build a no-frills prototype to cheaply gather data on the feasibility of depth cameras in the kitchen through testing in real users’ homes. Second, we sought to reflect the concerns mentioned above for simplicity, visibility and consistency. Third, we explored the use of other body parts, or joints, for navigation aside from the hands. While this added complexity, we wanted to enable users to navigate when their hands were full.

We developed three interfaces: a recipe navigator, kitchen timer and music player (Figure 1). The recipe navigator allows the user to step through a recipe’s ingredients and instructions. The music player allows the user to choose from a number of pre-populated songs. The timer can be set in minutes and seconds, and when it elapses, an alarm sounds. Due to the Kinect’s requirement that users stand several feet away from the device, all of our interfaces use large type.

On the left side of the display is a column of three orienting indicators (Figure 2). On the bottom of the column is the RGB video stream from the Kinect, which is intended to help users understand how much of their bodies are in the frame. In the middle is a display of circles indicating where the system thinks each joint available for navigation is located. On the top is a label indicating which body part is currently navigating.

Our interface tracks the right hand by default, but also allows for navigation with the left hand, head, either foot, or either knee. Joint movements are scaled to help users reach controls on both sides of the screen, though scaling means joints move more quickly, which makes it harder to point precisely. To switch to another joint, the user holds the joint out toward the Kinect sensor past a threshold for two seconds (Figure 2). Though the threshold is invisible, the active joint label dims as soon as the user reaches it. Navigation across the system is accomplished through a horizontal bar of
large buttons, behind which floats a button-sized white cursor that helps users hit buttons accurately (Figure 3, top). To press a button, the user performs a “push” gesture, whereby they move their active joint toward the Kinect like they are pushing the button. In addition to stepping individually through songs, recipe instructions and ingredients, users can also enter a “Quick View” mode to sweep through the lists by hovering over the item number (Figure 3, bottom).

We took this approach to our interface because it is fairly simple. Users need only worry about positioning their active joint along the x-axis and reaching and pushing along the z-axis toward the Kinect. This eliminates the need for a two-dimensional cursor and also reduces y-axis movement which is difficult for joints other than the hands. Because all controls are displayed in one place, available functions are visible rather than hidden to the user and the overall presentation is consistent, helping to address the concerns about visibility and consistency raised by Nielsen [12], noted above. Furthermore, because this is a depth camera, the user can but need not wear or hold anything physical in order to navigate.

Finally, our implementation attempts to address the reality that users will interleave their interactions with our system with their cooking, cleaning and social activities in the kitchen. We chose our gestures because we felt that, with the right optimizations, holding a joint out or pushing the active joint would be unlikely accidental triggers relative to alternatives. For example, the “hover” gesture would be problematic for our interface given that in some menus all x-axis positions map to a button, and thus users are always hovering over a button. In addition, to cut down on accidental activations and to facilitate task interleaving, a lock button appears in most menus, which hides all buttons in the current menu and replaces them with a single “unlock” button (Figure 3, top).

**Implementation**

For our implementation, we used C# and the Microsoft Kinect software development kit (SDK) Beta 2, which provides skeleton tracking for determining the location of 20 joints. Scaling the movements of our joints was accomplished using the Coding4Fun Kinect API.

Limitations of the depth camera technology and the early stage of Microsoft’s Kinect SDK provided some challenges. Libraries are limited such that no standard gestures or mappings to UI events are provided. In addition, joints end in single points, meaning that gestures like opening or closing the hand cannot be implemented using the SDK, though they might be valuable. Depth cameras also generate a significant amount of static, enough that Microsoft provides a “smoothing” function for joint tracking, though this causes it to feel less responsive. We use the smoothing function to reduce the jerkiness of joint movements.

Our push gesture was implemented by sampling the z-axis velocity and triggering when the active joint velocity was at a certain threshold toward the Kinect. Ceilings on active joint x- and y-axis velocities and on average non-active joint z-axis velocity were placed to limit accidental activations by non-push movements. In addition, a small wait time after a button is highlighted and before it is pushable was implemented to reduce accidental activations when sweeping the hand across the screen. In practice, it was difficult to find a balance of these parameters. In a future iteration, we might set
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**Figure 3.** At top, the white cursor highlighting the “unlock” button. At bottom, the Quick View menu.

**Figure 4.** The Kinect sensor, laptop and portable speaker were placed on a rolling cart to facilitate placement of the system in kitchens.
of 7 on how successful they felt using the system. 1 meant “very unsuccessful” and 7 meant “very successful.”

4.8 of 7 on how helpful they see this style of interaction being in the kitchen, generally. 1 meant “very unhelpful” and 7 meant “very helpful.”

2.2 of 5 on how frustrated they felt using the system. 1 meant “no frustration” and 5 meant “extreme frustration.”

4.2 of 5 on how ease or pleasure they felt using the system. 1 meant “no pleasure” and 5 meant “extreme pleasure.”

Figure 5. In surveys, subjects rated themselves an average of:

- 5.6 of 7 on how successful they felt using the system. 1 meant “very unsuccessful” and 7 meant “very successful.”
- 5.4 of 7 on how helpful they see this style of interaction being in the kitchen, generally. 1 meant “very unhelpful” and 7 meant “very helpful.”
- 4.8 of 7 on how helpful the current prototype was to them. 1 meant “very unhelpful” and 7 meant “very helpful.”
- 2.2 of 5 on how frustrated they felt using the system. 1 meant “no frustration” and 5 meant “extreme frustration.”
- 4.2 of 5 on how ease or pleasure they felt using the system. 1 meant “no pleasure” and 5 meant “extreme pleasure.”

a distance threshold in addition to a velocity threshold, and we might average a sample of several frame velocities, rather than trigger on a single frame.

Our joint selection algorithm was based on the z-axis distance of the active joint-to-be from the average of the other joint distances from the Kinect. When the user hit our distance threshold and held for 2 seconds, the system switched to navigating with that joint. An additional caveat was added to the algorithm so that the hands had to be a certain distance from one another, to avoid accidentally switching between them when holding something with both hands. In practice, this worked well and accidental switches were rare.

Evaluation

The user study attempted to answer the question of whether our system allows people to comfortably and successfully navigate recipes, manage a timer and listen to music while cooking. Five students were recruited from a graduate Berkeley computer science course. Subjects were required to bake a chocolate chip cookie recipe in their own kitchens using the system. Chocolate chip cookies were selected for the recipe because the process of mixing and separating the dough onto the cookie sheet tends to get hands messy. All ingredients were supplied, as were utensils if needed. To facilitate the placement of our system, the Kinect, laptop, speaker and cables were placed on a rolling cart (Figure 4). Tests took about an hour.

Subjects first performed a set of tasks that allowed them to attempt navigation with each joint and test the three applications and lock button. Then subjects followed the recipe in the system and prepared the cookies, setting the timer while baking and listening to music. While subjects were cooking, observations were made on the frequency of gesture errors as well as how well users understood the interface. After the baking was finished, subjects were directed to an online survey which they completed after the experimenter left.

Results and Discussion

Subjects in the survey reported feeling successful using the system, and reported high levels of ease or pleasure and low levels of frustration. They also felt the current implementation, provided it were able to load other recipes and music, was nearly as helpful as they could imagine the interaction style being generally (Figure 5). All subjects reported navigating while their hands were messy and comments about this were enthusiastic (Figure 6).

Our observations were not quite as favorable. Accidental button pushes were too common. During focused interaction, accidental pushes occurred while sweeping the hand across the screen, especially when changing directions. Pushes also occurred when subjects were focused elsewhere. All users to a lesser extent also suffered from system failures to recognize their pushes, which often appeared to be due to their pushing too quickly (a limitation likely due to smoothing by the Kinect SDK).

Lock buttons on the screen were appreciated by subjects but used rarely. Two subjects thought the lock was automatic, though locking in those cases resulted from accidental pushes. In the future, locking should be automated when the user turns sideways (and thus x-axis joint positions collapse inward) to their side counters or on the way to turning to face counters.
behind them. Unlocking should be a two-step rather than one-step process to prevent accidental unlocking.

There were significant successes, however, including the surprising ease of positioning the Kinect cart, which was done by the experimenter. In all but one case, the camera was positioned so that the subject was always in the frame. The distance requirement meant that the cart was placed generally outside of the kitchen and out of the way, which one subject noted freed up counter space over a recipe book. Subjects took advantage of the body positioning area to keep themselves in the frame, though a future iteration would do more to show subjects when they step out of the frame. An apron was worn by one subject and worked fine.

One-dimensional menu navigation was also successful, and pointing errors were rare because users lined up the white cursor with the buttons before pushing. But menus should be improved to make accidental activations less costly. Before resetting the timer, for example, a confirmation should be required. And subjects appreciated being able to rapidly sweep through recipe steps and songs in Quick View, though selections should also be two steps to reduce errors.

Alternate-limb navigation was ultimately a success only in the case of the head and even then it was limited because only one subject ever used it for a significant amount of time. Observing subjects, however, it was clear that positioning the cursor and pushing buttons with the head, while awkward, was relatively easy. Legs posed balance issues.

Ultimately, we think depth camera interactions can be successful in the kitchen in the near-term with more iteration on ideas presented here. It’s not difficult to assemble a laptop, Kinect and a cart with the given software. Dedicated devices are possible, too. However, it’s clear that gestural control remains a foreign concept to users and as such visibility will continue to be a challenge. Users need feedback beyond joint position to help them perform gestures correctly.
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Q: Did you use Kinect in the Kitchen while your hands were messy?

“Yes. It was definitely useful for dealing with cooking messiness.”

“Totally, that was the best part.”

“All the time.”

Figure 6. Survey comments from subjects about whether they navigated using gestures while their hands were dirty.